Assembly Instructions

Congratulations on your purchase of a Bar-In-A-Box! Please read these instructions carefully to ensure the longevity
of your new portable bar. Bar-In-A-Box should be treated just like any other piece of furniture. It should not be left out
in the elements or left standing in liquid for any length of time. When finished using your Bar-In-A-Box store it away in
its original box or in a dry place. The fasteners used to assemble Bar-In-A-Box will be tough to unlock and lock for the
first couple of uses, so it is recommended to use a coin to lift the tab in order to unlock the fasteners. Slot tolerances
are intentionally thin to ensure a snug fit. A rubber mallet is recommended to save your hand while tapping tabs and
slots together for the first time. Please read the instructions carefully and once you get the hang of it Bar-In-A-Box
will go up in no time!
Please refer to www.bar-in-a-box.com for any other inquiries or questions you might have.

Your box should contain the following:
2 shelves
1 large counter top

(Keg Adaptive version shown)

1 or 2
circular pieces

4 shelf braces

1 small counter top
4 top supports

1 panel with up slot

1 panel with down slot

2 feet
If you are missing any of these items contact Bar-In-A-Box Immediately at (888)551-1171

Instructions For Assembly
In order to begin assembly, the first step is to know how the fasteners for Bar-In-A-Box work.
The pictures below will illustrate how to lock and unlock the fasteners. In order to attach any
of the pieces, the fasteners need to be in the unlocked position. To unlock the fastener lift
the metal tab so it is perpendicular to the surface as shown below. To lock, push metal tab so it
is flat to the surface.
Unlocked
Locked

STEP 1: Attach shelf braces to shelf.
Align shelf brace with slots on bottom side of shelf as shown in (a). With fastener in the
unlocked position, insert shelf brace into the slots in the shelf (b). Make sure brace is flush
with the shelf, tap into flush position with rubber mallet and lock the fastener (c).
c
b
a

STEP 2: Attach shelves to side panels.
With side panel in a horizontal position, align shelf with slots on back side of panel as shown
in (a). With fasteners in the unlocked position, insert shelf into the slots in the panel (b). Make
sure shelf and brace is flush with the panel. Tap into flush position with rubber mallet and lock
the fastener (c).
a
b
c

STEP 3: Slide foot support onto panel.
Align the slot of the foot support with the slot on the bottom of the panel (a) and slide foot
support onto the panel (b).
a
b

STEP 4: Slide panels together.
Pick up panel with down facing slot and align over opposite slot as in (a). Ease the panel
down until the two panels are both on the ground (b).
a
b

STEP 5: Slide top supports into place.
Align counter supports over the slots at the top of each side panel as in (a) and push down into
place (b). Tap into flush position with rubber mallet.
a
b

STEP 6: Attach large and small bar tops.
Align the slots on the bottom of each top with the unlocked fasteners facing up on each
panel. When standing behind the bar (on the side with the shelves), the big top attaches to
the left panel and the small top attaches to the right panel. Slide the protruding section of the
fastener into the holes and lock the fasteners (a). Use the latches on each top to connect
the two tops together (b). Bar tops must sit flush with the side panels and supports prior to
locking the cam locks.
a

b

STEP 7: Attach straight edged circle to pedestal.
With the tabs on top of the pedestal aligned with the slots on the bottom of the circle, tap
the circle flush to the pedestal with the rubber mallet.
NOTE: If you purchased a Bar-In-A-Box keg bar (with the hole) use the beveled circular top to
fill in the hole when not utilizing a keg. Use the smaller circular piece and align the slots in the
bottom of it to the tabs on the stand to secure the top to the bar. This also serves to square the
bar.
Dual Bar Set-up: Slide two (2) bars together to make one 96 inch bar after assembly with a
4’ x 8’ footprint.

